CAMP SITES

LAKE CHINABEE. Family-type camp maintained by U.S. Forest Service. Features include beautiful lake, tent sites, barbecue pits, picnic tables, drinking water, rest rooms, swimming, fishing. Scout groups are admitted free.

CHEAHA STATE PARK. Improved camp areas having tent sites, barbecue pits, picnic tables, drinking water, rest rooms, picnic shelter, swimming (lower area). Camping permit required. Fee: 50 cents per person. Cabins and lodge available by reservation. Write: Manager, Cheaha State Park, Munford, Al. 36268.

DEVIL'S DEN. Rugged, isolated camp located near story-book waterfalls and swimming hole. No improvements. Six-tenths of mile dirt road capable of handling buses takes you within 600 feet of camp site located down fairly steep trail.

ROCK QUARRY CAMP. At the end of the trail. Good open space area. Can be reached by cars and buses. No improvements. Stream water only.

The story of the Odum Scout Trail is the story of a great scouting adventure. An adventure that began in the early 1960's when compass reading, ax swinging boys hazed the trail along the crest of the highest hill, 4,000 mountain range in the deep south. The adventure that continues as more scouts come to challenge the rugged 10-mile trek beginning at Cheaha State Park and winding toward High Falls at Pyriton.

Along the way are breath-taking scenes, abundant flowers, unusual geological formations and interesting wildlife.

Hiking, camping, scouting and scenery... The Odum Scout Trail puts it all together for a real scouting experience.

**Hiking Tips:** Travel light. Carry a canteen of water, a lunch and a camera. Make short stops at the most scenic vistas. Allow three to five hours hiking time.

The trail conducts periodic photo contests. Write for details.
Hiking...
Ten miles of the greatest hiking you'll ever enjoy. The trail starts at Cheaha State Park... 2,470 feet above sea level... highest point in the Deep South.

Scouting...
Scouting goes into action in the unspoiled Talladega National Forest... nature study, signaling, swimming, cooking... the Odum Trail shows you what Scouting's all about.

Camping...
Four outstanding campsites — Lake Chinabee, Cheaha State Park, Devil's Den and the Old Rock Quarry. Each one's a never-to-be-forgotten night in the woods.

Scenery...
Bring your camera and capture all the breath-taking moments as you look across Alabama's scenic timberland.
Oxum Trail

Order from the Talladega-Auburn Chamber of Commerce

Talladega, Alabama 35160

Hike the trail and enjoy the picnic area and its facilities. The trail is approximately 10 miles long.

Allow for at least six hours of hiking time.

Travel north, Carry a canister of water, a lunch and camera.

The Oxum Trail is built by the scouts of the Cherokee District of the BSA. Approved by the B.S.A. Trail.

Cherokee Council, follows the highest trail (elev. 2,470) and most scenic mountain ranges in Alabama, beginning at the T.V. Tower Park State Tower.
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Hiking Suggestions

The Talladega National Forest is a great place to explore. The trails are well-marked and provide a variety of scenic views and wildlife opportunities. The Talladega National Forest offers a range of hiking trails suitable for all skill levels, from easy strolls to more challenging hikes.

Camping Suggestions

Campgrounds are scattered throughout the forest, providing a range of options for different needs. The Talladega National Forest offers both developed and primitive campgrounds. Developed campgrounds are equipped with facilities such as fire rings, picnic tables, and water. Primitive campgrounds require visitors to carry in their own water and facilities are more basic.

Order Form

To order a Talladega National Forest brochure, please fill out the form below and mail it to the address provided.

We have listed the following Talladega Trail Endings:

Talladega National Forest

Talladega Scout Trail

Odmu Scout Trail

Description

The Odmu Scout Trail was created by our leaders to

0.25 miles

This trail is accessible from several points along the trail and provides a variety of scenic views and wildlife opportunities. The trail begins at the campground and leads to the forest interior, offering a range of options for different skill levels.

The Talladega National Forest is managed by the USDA Forest Service.